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Abstract This paper presents the results of an experimental
and numerical campaign on Linear Friction Welding of dissim-
ilar AA2011-T8 and AA6082-T6 aluminum alloys.
Experimental tests were carried out with constant oscillation
amplitude and process time. Varying oscillation frequency, in-
terface pressure, specimen geometry and mutual position were
used. Grain size measurements, HV tests and EDX analysis
were considered to characterize the microstructure of the joints
as a function of the input process parameters. A thermal numer-
ical model was utilized to predict the temperature profiles in the
joints during the process. The obtained results allowed the iden-
tification of four weld categories: sound joints, Bbonding limit^
condition and two different unwelded joints. The investigation
of the causes of the different joint behavior permitted to obtain a
few design guidelines on the LFW of dissimilar alloys with
different geometry.
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Introduction

Linear Friction Welding (LFW) is a solid state welding pro-
cess developed to join bulk parts. Similarly to the other fric-
tion based solid state welding processes, namely Rotary
Friction Welding (RFW) and Friction Stir Welding (FSW),
the material to be welded is softened by the friction forces

work decaying into heat. In particular, RFW is used to join
axisymmetric parts [1] while FSW is used to join sheets metal
in different configurations, i.e. butt, lap, T, spot, by a non
consumable tool [2].

The LFWmechanics can be described by dividing the pro-
cess into four steps [3]. In the first step, a reciprocating motion
is activated and a compression force is given to the specimens,
perpendicularly to the motion direction, in order to generate
contact between the parts. During this step, the asperities on
the contact surfaces are eliminated and the actual contact sur-
face becomes equal to 100% of the theoretical one. During the
second step, temperature increases due to the friction forces
work decaying into heat and material softening begins. During
the third stage, the material is no longer able to bear the pres-
sure applied and axial shortening is observed together with
flash formation along the sides of the contact surfaces.
During this stage the two specimens behave as a unique part
and the material flows under the shear stress applied as dem-
onstrated by Turner et al. [4]. Finally, during the last step, the
reciprocating motion is quit and an additional forging pressure
is applied to consolidate the weld.

LFW was patented in 1929 by Walther Richter (Germany)
[5]. However, the process was considered by industry and
academia as Bvery doubtful^ due to the unclear description
of the parts motion and the difficulties in building proper
machines. The process potential was reconsidered during the
90s thanks to the development of the first dedicated machines
at reasonable costs. In this way, LFW can be considered a
relatively new process. As a solid state process, LFW is char-
acterized by a number of advantages with respect to traditional
welding processes [3]. In the LFWed joints, no porosities,
inclusions, and weld contamination are observed. Oxides at
the contact interface before the process are expelled as flash
leaving the bonding area free of any inclusion. Additionally,
the microstructure of the welded zone is characterized by fine
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and equiaxed grain due to the recrystallization phenomena
taking place during the process. Finally, as a consequence of
the reduced heat input with respect to traditional fusion
welding techniques, residual stresses and distortions are min-
imized [6]. A few process parameters influence the soundness
of the produced joints by determining the heat input to the
weld, namely oscillation frequency and amplitude, forging
pressure and process time.

Research and industrial applications of LFW initially fo-
cused on titanium alloys and nickel based superalloys. In par-
ticular, Vairis and Frost studied the effect of the process param-
eters on the mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V joints and
highlighted the features needed by the machine in order to
produce sound joints [7, 8]. In their review paper, Chamanfar
et al. highlighted the microstructural features, texture develop-
ment, residual stresses, and mechanical properties of similar
and dissimilar polycrystalline and single crystal Ni-based su-
peralloy [9]. Main application for these materials is the so-
called Bblisks^ of gas turbines in the aerospace and power
generation fields. However, LFW can be successfully applied
also to other materials as steels, magnesium alloys, copper and
aluminum alloys. Fratini et al. studied the LFWof ASTMA285
steel using both experiments and a dedicated numerical model,
finding proper combinations of process parameters in order to
produce sound joints [10]. As far as aluminum alloys are
regarded, only few papers have been published in the last few
years. Song et al. studied from a numerical and experimental
point of view the distribution of the residual stresses in similar
AA2024 joints through synchrotron X-ray diffraction [11]. Jun
et al. measured the residual strains in both similar AA2024 and
dissimilar AA2024/AMC225xe joints by experimental diffrac-
tionmeasurements and eigenstrain reconstruction analysis [12].
Fratini et al. studied the bonding conditions, as a function of the
process input parameters, occurring in LFWof similar AA6082
joints [13].

In the most recent years, research activity on LFW is fo-
cusing on the investigation of the possibility to produce dis-
similar joints, thus fully exploiting the potential of the process.
Different alloys can be considered for these applications. In
particular, Ma et al. produced LFW joints out of dissimilar
Ti6Al4V and Ti6.5Al3.5Mo1.5Zr0.3Si alpha + beta titanium
alloys. The microstructure and the mechanical properties of
the sound welds were examined and tensile strength compa-
rable to the one of the parent Ti6Al4Vwas obtained [14]. Guo
et al. studied a different couple of alpha + beta titanium alloys,
namely Ti6Al4V and Ti6Al2Sn4Zr6Mo. An increase of the
hardness with respect to the parent material was obtained in
the Ti6Al4V side while a decrease was measured in the
Ti6Al2Sn4Zr6Mo side. After post welding treatment, similar
hardness values were reached [15]. Li et al. carried out an
experimental campaign on LFW and Inertia Friction
Welding on dissimilar nickel based supealloys. The fatigue
resistance of the obtained joints was comparable to the one

of the weaker alloy [16]. As far as aluminum alloys are
regarded, Wanjara et al. focused their research on the LFW
of dissimilar AA6063 aluminum alloy and copper. Both pro-
cess feasibility and the interface properties were investigated.
A quite large process window was identified indicating that
LFW can be considered as an effective alternative to
Explosive Welding (EW) to join these metals, provided that
sufficiently thick parts are considered. As a matter of fact,
LFW cannot be used to join this sheets because of difficulties
in the parts clamping. Although smaller intermetallic layer
was found in the LFWed joints with respect to the EWed ones,
the intermetallic layer grew after heat treatment and industrial
service [17, 18]. Bhamji et al. carried out an experimental
campaign on dissimilar LFW of pure copper and aluminum
finding very good electrical and mechanical properties of the
joints [19]. Some of the authors of the previous paper also
studied the feasibility of the LFW process applied to alumi-
num and magnesium alloys. In particular, a dissimilar joint
was produced out of AA6082 and AZ31 specimens.
Satisfactory results were obtained in terms of yield strength
of the joints with respect to the parent materials in the BO^
state. Additionally, the presence of intermetallics and their
detrimental effects on the joints mechanical properties were
highlighted [20]. Finally, dissimilar aluminum to aluminum
joints were studied by Rotundo et al. [21]. In their paper, the
authors showed the feasibility of LFW between AA2024 and
a 2124/25 vol% SiCp composite. High joint efficiency was
reached, with UTS and YS equal to the 90 % of the base
material. Additionally, uniform particle distribution was found
in the 2124/25 vol% SiCp composite side. The lack of specific
know-how represents one of the main causes of the scarce use
of LFWed aluminum parts in industrial fields as aeronautics
and ground transportation. In these sectors, in order to opti-
mize mechanical strength and weight, a large use of light
structures made of dissimilar alloys is needed to minimize fuel
costs and meet the increasingly demanding environmental
regulations on emissions. In particular, aluminum alloys as
2XXX, 6XXX and 7XXX series are considered in the above
areas because of their good mechanical properties and corro-
sion resistance [22, 23].

In this paper, the results on a combined experimental and
numerical study on LFW of dissimilar AA2011 and AA6082
aluminum alloys joints are presented. A dedicated in house
built prototypal machine was used for the experiments. The
process feasibility was investigated and a process windowwas
obtained with varying oscillation frequency, forging pressure
and mutual position of the specimens. The last variable was
introduced to take into account the different geometry of the
parts to be welded. The microstructure of the obtained joints
was characterized by optical observation and EDX analyses.
Microhardness was measured in a transverse section of the
joints to highlight the modifications induced by the process.
Finally, a thermal numerical model was set up and utilized to
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explain the different behavior of the joints with varying spec-
imens geometry and mutual position. The aim of the present
paper is to reduce the lack of knowledge regarding the influ-
ence of specimen geometry in a LFW process of different
aluminum alloys.

Materials and methods

Experimental set up

As specified in the introduction, the two aluminum alloys
taken into account were AA2011-T8 and AA6082-T6. The
composition of the two utilized alloys is reported in Table 1.

During the process, temperature increases significantly due
to the friction forces and deformation work decaying into heat.
Maximum temperature at the interface can reach 80–90 % of
the melting temperature of the processed material. For this
reason, especially when two different alloys are welded to-
gether, it is important to know the influence of temperature
on the material flow stress. From Fig. 1 it is seen that AA2011
has a larger flow stress both at room temperature and, at a
greater extent, at the typical process temperature, i.e. in the
range of 200–450 °C [24].

The used specimens were CNCmachined from bars having
cross section 20mm × 20mm. The specimen geometry can be
divided into two parts: a base, intended to be fixed by screws
to the machine supports and the actual element to be welded,
whose dimensions are different between the bottom and top
specimen (Fig. 2). In particular, the bottom specimen has
height 10 mm, length 10 mm and width 10 mm, while the
top specimen has height 10 mm, length 10 mm and width
7 mm. This choice was made to highlight the effect of

different geometries on the effectiveness of the obtained
welds. It is worth noticing that for a number of industrial
applications it is not possible to weld two parts with the same
geometry and in particular with the same contact surface. On
the other hand, the different heat capacity of the parts can
affect the integrity of the produced weld. Figure 2 shows a
sketch of the top and bottom specimen geometries.

The LFW experiments were carried out on a dedicated
prototypal machine designed, built and developed by some
of the authors during the last few years [10]. Figure 3 shows
a sketch of the utilized machine.

The reciprocatingmotion of the bottom specimen is created
using a desmodromic kinematic: two three-lobe cams are in
contact with the plates from the two sides of the machine. It is
worth pointing out that the high thermal conductivity of alu-
minum alloys requires large oscillation frequency values. In
this way, three-lobe cams are needed in order to increase the
range of frequencies available. Proper pressure was applied on
the top specimen via a double-acting hydraulic actuator, fixed
on a steel rack and controlled by an electro-valve, allowing
loads up to 15,000 KN. A pneumatic clutch was positioned on
a secondary shaft and connected to the main cam shaft in order
to stop the oscillation when the assigned process time was
reached. Further details on the machine can be found in [13].

During the experimental campaign, process time (t) and
oscillation amplitude (A) were kept constant to 2.25 s and
3 mm, respectively. Oscillation frequency (f) and pressure at
the interface (p) were varied according to Table 2, which sum-
marizes the considered process parameters.

Each test was repeated three times. In order to analyze the
integrity, the mechanical properties and the microstructure of
the produced joints, cross sections were cut from each weld.
The obtained specimens were hot mounted, polished and fi-
nally etched with Keller reagent for 15 s. Microhardness was
measured and an optical microscope was used to highlight the
grain dimensions in the different joint zones. Finally, EDX
(Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analyses were carried

Table 1 Composition of the used
alloys (wt%). Alloy Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Al

2011 0.5–1.2 0.7 5.0 0.4–1.2 0.2–0.8 0.1 0.25 0.15 remainder

6082 0.7–1.3 0.5 0.1 0.4–1 0.6–1.2 0.25 0.2 0.1 remainder

Fig. 1 Flow stress vs. temperature for the used aluminum alloys

Top specimen 
contact surface

Bo�om specimen 
contact surface

7 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mmTop specimen 
ini�al posi�on

Base

Elements to be welded

A

ASec�on AA

Fig. 2 Top and bottom specimen geometry
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out using a scanning electron microscope in order to highlight
the chemical composition along the cross section of the joints.

Numerical thermal model

A numerical model was used to calculate the temperature at
the contact interface starting from an assigned heat flux con-
ferred to the contact interface of the specimen. The commer-
cial FEA software DEFORM-3D™, Lagrangian implicit code
designed for metal forming processes, was used to model the
thermal problem. Mechanical deformation was not taken into
account in this model. As far as the thermal problem is
regarded, the heat generation and transfer is expressed in the
form of energy balance as follows,

K1T ;ii þ r
� − pc T

� ¼ 0 ð1Þ
where k1T,ii represents the heat transfer rate, r the heat gener-
ation rate and ρcT the internal energy-rate.

The energy balance is written in the variation form
Z
V
K1 T ;iδTdVþ

Z
V
pc T

�
δTdV−

Z
V
ασijεijδTdV−

Z
S
qnδTdS ¼ 0 ð2Þ

whereα is the fraction of mechanical work decaying into heat.
This is not considered in this model as the energy input in the
material, obtained from experimental measurements accord-
ing to the procedure explained in [25], contains already the
deformation energy fraction. In particular, the instantaneous
inlet power was obtained starting from acceleration, torque
and velocity measurements. The two components of the inlet
power were than identified, namely the welding power (the
power needed to apply the shear force at the interface between
the specimens) and the lost friction power. The heat input to
the thermal model was equal to the welding power. In this
way, it was assumed that both the friction forces work and
the entire deformation work decay into heat. This assumption
can be considered reasonable for most metals, for which the
energy lost for microstructural change is negligible with re-
spect to the two above cited energies. Asa a consequence, no
deformation is considered in the thermal model as theat com-
ing form the deformation during the process was already been

accounted for through the calculation of the welding power. qn
is the heat flux across the boundary surface S,

qn ¼ kqT ;n ð3Þ

Where kq is conductivity of the q element and T,n is the
temperature of the n node. To solve problems of this nature, it
is required that the temperature field satisfies the prescribed
boundary conditions and Eq. (3) for arbitrary perturbation δT.
The finite element formulation for temperature analysis can be
expressed as

C½ � Ṫ� �þ Kc½ � Tf g ¼ Qf g ð4Þ

being [C] and [Kc] the matrixes representing the thermal ca-
pacity and conductivity of the body, respectively. Temperature
is often found by the finite difference approximation

TtþΔt ¼ Tt þΔt 1−βð ÞṪ t þ βṪ tþΔt

� � ð5Þ

The convergence of Eq.(5) depends on the choice of the
parameter β. It is usually considered that β should be larger
than 0.5 to ensure an unconditional stability and a value of
0.75 is commonly selected [26].

The experimental specimen was meshed, for thermal
analysis only, with about 15,000 tetrahedral elements.
An external heat flow was assigned as boundary condi-
tion to the fraction of the surface in contact with the top
specimen (red area in Fig. 4). The methodology used to
calculate the heat flux is fully described in paper [25].
Thermal exchange with environment boundary condition
was assigned to all the other surfaces of the specimen.
Figure 4 shows the bottom specimen mesh used for the ther-
mal model.

Table 2 Process
parameters values. f [Hz] 45, 60, 72

p [MPa] 20, 30, 40, 50, 60

t [s] 2.25

A [mm] 3

Cam-plate contact
Pressure (top) 
specimen

Oscilla�ng (bo�om) 
specimen

Fig. 3 Sketch of the utilized LFW machine

Contact area with the top specimen 
(heat flow boundary condi�on)

Fig. 4 Bottom specimen mesh used for the thermal analysis
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The following constant values were used for the thermal
properties of the considered AA2011-T8 and AA6082-
T6 aluminum alloys: thermal conductivity 180.2 N/sK,
heat capacity 2.433 N/mm2K. The data were taken from
the Jmatpro material database. The results of the experimental
and numerical campaign described in [25] show that this as-
sumption does not affect significantly the accuracy of the tem-
perature distribution.

Results and discussion

First, a process window was obtained by visual inspection of
the joint produced with varying process parameters according
to Table 2. Four different categories of welds were identified.
In particular, low pressure and low frequency resulted in
BInsufficient heat^ input into the joint, and no weld could be
obtained as the third stage of the process (burn off) could not
be activated. Increasing heat input, i.e. increasing oscillation
frequency, pressure, or both the parameters, a BSound^ joint
was obtained. With further increase of the process parameters
values, the excess of heat resulted in a too softenedmaterial. In
these conditions, the specimens were not able to bear the ap-
plied pressure and collapsed completely before the assigned
process time was reached. This condition was labeled as
BInstability .̂ Finally, considering the configuration with the
AA6082 as top specimen, a limit condition (BBonding limit^)
was found. Although these joints appeared correctly welded
by visual inspection, they showed poor mechanical resistance
during preliminary testing. These aspects will be better ana-
lyzed and described in the following. Figure 5 shows the pro-
cess window obtained for the two configurations with varying
oscillation frequency and interface pressure. In the following
of this paragraph, the joint configuration will be referred
to indicating the material used for the top specimen
followed by the material used for the bottom one. The
interface pressure p and oscillation frequency f values used to
produce the joint were added to the specimen name in
order to completely identify the test, e.g. 6082–2011_30–45
or 2011–6082_30–60.

As it can be seen from Fig. 5, a larger process window was
obtained with the 2011–6082 configuration. On the other
hand, only one sound joint was produced with the 6082–
2011 configuration, while specimens 6082–2011_30–45,

6082–2011_40–45 and 6082–2011_20–72 belongs to the
Bbonding limit^ group. Besides, with f = 45 Hz and
f = 72 Hz, an increase in interface pressure, according to the
pre-selected values, leads to directly change from Bbonding
limit^ to Binstability^ with no possibility to obtain sound
welds. In order to investigate on the reasons of this behavior,
first, microstructure analysis was carried out. In particular,
Fig. 6 shows the picture and the macro image of the cross
section of joints 2011–6082_30–60, 6082–2011_30–60 and
6082–2011_30–45.

As anticipated, the first two case studies correspond to
sound joints while the last, i.e. 6082–2011_30–45, is a
Bbonding limit^ one. In particular, in the macrograph of the
etched cross section it can be seen that although material con-
tinuity is obtained all along the welding line, almost no flash is
generated by the bottom specimen.

Optical microscopy was used to highlight and measure the
average grain size of the etched cross sections, in the AA2011
side, according to ASTM E112. Figure 7 shows the typical
material zones found moving from the periphery of the joint
towards the welding line, i.e. the specimens contact interface,
for the 2011–6082_30–60 case study. In particular, base ma-
terial, Heat Affected Zone (HAZ), Thermo-Mechanically
Affected Zone (TMAZ) andWeld Zone (WZ) are encountered
as known in literature [13, 14].

f [Hz]

p [Mpa]

72

60

45

20 30 40 50 60

2011-6082
f [Hz]

p [Mpa]

72

60

45

20 30 40 50 60

6082-2011

Instability

Sound

Insufficient heat

Bonding limit

Fig. 5 Process window for the
two considered configurations
obtained with varying oscillation
frequency and interface pressure

2011-6082_30-60 6082-2011_30-60 6082-2011_30-45

Z

Fig. 6 Pictures of the joints and macro image of the etched cross
sections for case studies 2011–6082_30–60, 6082–2011_30–60 and
6082–2011_30–45
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Figure 8 shows the average grain size for the welds obtain-
ed with pressure equal to 30Mpa and frequency equal to 45
and 60 Hz, for both the configurations. The average grain size
of the base material is 36 μm. It is worth pointing out that the
selected etching reagent, i.e. Keller, did not allow to properly
highlight the grain size in the 6082 side and grain dimension
was measured only in the 2011 side, for both the joint
configurations. However, the acquired information per-
mitted to assess whether the used process parameters
produced enough heat and deformation to activate the
Dynamic Recrystallization Process (DRX), which is usually
considered as an indicator of joint integrity in friction based
solid state welding processes [2, 13].

Moving towards the WZ a decreasing average grain size is
observed. In particular, in the WZ equiaxed grains and size
values about one order of magnitude lower than the parent
material are found, indicating that the DRX phenomenon took
place. This observation does not hold true for the 6082–
2011_30–45 case study, i.e. the one labeled as Bbonding
limit^. For these process conditions, an average grain size
similar to the one of the basematerial is found in all the typical
areas of the joint cross section, indicating that no significant
microstructural change occurred.

Microhardness was measured along the Z axis (see again
Fig. 6). Figure 9 shows the values obtained for the same case
studies considered for the grain size analysis.

Again, the 2011–6082_30–45, 2011–6082_30–60, and
6082–2011_30–60 case studies show a similar behavior. In
particular, a minimum, equal to about 70 HV, is found on
the welding line. Outside this area, microhardness gradually
increases until it reaches the values of the two parentmaterials,
i.e. 100 HV for the AA6082-T6 and 120 HV for the AA2011-
T8. As the 2011–6082 configuration is regarded, the extension
of the area interested by lower hardness with respect to the
basematerial is about 5 mm, almost equally divided in the two
materials (2.5 mm on each side). On the other hand, for the
6082–2011_30–60 case study a somewhat smaller extension
of this lower hardness zone is found in the bottom specimen,
on the AA2011 side. This behavior is dramatically magnified
for the 6082–2011_30–45 case study. In these process condi-
tions, a softening similar to the one observed for the other
welds is observed in the AA6082 side. In turn, almost no
modification is found in the AA2011 side, in which the HV
values remain almost constant with decreasing distance from
the welding line. It is worth pointing out that lower hardness in
the WZ and TMAZ of a joint welded by friction based solid

50 m 50 m

10 m

(a) (b)

(d)(c) 25 m

AA2011

AA6082

Fig. 7 Microstructure of the
typical AA2011 material zones in
the cross section of the welded
specimen: a base material,
b HAZ, c TMAZ and d WZ
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state techniques, i.e. LFW or FSW, is typical for heat treated
alloys. The thermal cycle induced by the process produces
temperature values around 80 % of the base material melting
temperature. In this way, a loss of hardness is expected and
this is not a signal of poor welds. On the contrary, it implies
that part of the material close to the welding line participated
to the material mixing experiencing large deformation at high
temperatures [27, 28].

EDX (Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analysis
were carried out using a scanning electronmicroscope in order
to highlight the chemical composition along the cross section
of the joints. In particular, copper was chosen as element to be
investigated as it is found in the chemical composition of
AA2011 (about 5 %, see Table 1) and it is almost absent in
the chemical composition of AA6082 (about 0.1 %). In this
way, the EDX analysis can be used to evaluate the material
mixing in the welded joint. Measurements were carried out
along the Z axis (see Fig. 6). Figure 10 shows the results
obtained for the joints welded with p = 30 MPa and
f = 45 Hz, in both configurations.

A completely different trend is observed for the two con-
sidered case studies. As the 2011–6082 configuration is con-
sidered, a large amount of copper is found in the bottom spec-
imen, i.e. in the AA6082 side, even at relatively large distance
from the welding line. In particular, the copper weight percent
increases along the Z axis with the first non zero value found,
in the AA6082 side, at a distance of 4 mm form the welding
line. On the on the hand, almost no copper is found in the top
specimen of the 6082–2011 configuration, i.e. the AA6082

specimen, indicating that proper material mixing did not oc-
cur, with detrimental consequences on the joint quality.

For these process conditions, additional tests were per-
formed using the same specimen geometry for the top and
bottom specimen. As it could be expected, sound joints were
produced regardless of the material positioning. In order to
explain the observed behaviors, the numerical model de-
scribed in the previous paragraph was utilized. It is known
that the conditions for effective solid bonding are given by
the proper combination of a few variables, namely time, tem-
perature and pressure. According to the Piwnik and Plata cri-
terion, each material has a peculiar threshold value of the
integral of the ratio between the normal pressure and the flow
stress, being time the variable of integration [29, 30]. The
same process time was used for all the tests. Additionally,
pressure remained constant for the 2011–6082_30–45 and
6082–2011-30-45 case studies considered in Fig. 10. If the
larger dimensions of the bottom element to be welded (see
Fig. 2) result in temperatures, close to the specimens contact
interface, significantly lower than the ones occurring in the
identical specimens geometry conditions, the consequent in-
creased flow stress can determine a lower value of the Piwnik
and Plata indicator, thus leading to decreases bonding effec-
tiveness. Figure 11 shows the temperature profiles obtained at
the end of the process in the bottom specimen in case of large
geometry and small geometry, i.e. same geometry of the top
specimen. The heat flow used as boundary condition was
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equal to 7000 N/mm s. This value was calculated according to
the procedures described in detail in [25] using the same
values of pressure and oscillation frequency of the case studies
reported in Fig. 10.

A significant difference in the temperature profiles is ob-
served from Fig. 11, due to the larger heat capacity of the large
geometry specimen. It should be observed that, provided that
the same heat capacity and thermal conductivity are consid-
ered for the two alloys [24], the calculated profiles can be
considered both for the AA6082 and the AA2011. However,
a difference exists between the flow stresses, as a function of
temperature, of the two alloys (see Fig. 1). When the bottom
specimen is made of AA6082, using the large specimen, a
temperature of about 350 °C is found in the welding zone.
In these conditions, the flow stress of the AA6082 is about
75 MPa, which corresponds to about 2.5 times the pressure
applied. On the contrary, using the AA2011 as bottom speci-
men material, with the large specimen the flow stress at the
contact interface is about 130 MPa, which is about 4.5 times
the pressure applied. The consequent decrease in the Piwnik
and Plata parameters determines the loss in effectiveness of
the joint. Finally, using the small geometry and AA2011 as
bottom specimen material, the temperature at the contact in-
terface is about 450 °C, which determines a flow stress of
about 75 MPa, recreating conditions very similar to the ones
obtained using the large geometry with the AA6082 as bottom
specimen material.

Conclusions

In the paper, the results of an experimental and numer-
ical campaign on LFW of dissimilar aluminum alloys
are presented. Experimental tests were carried out with
fixed process time and oscillation amplitude and varying
oscillation frequency, interface pressure and specimens
geometry. A thermal numerical model was used to study
the temperature profiles in the welded joints. From the
obtained results the following main conclusions can be
drawn:

& Using the large geometry for the bottom specimen larger
process windowwas obtained when the AA2011was used
as top specimen material. On the contrary, a condition
called BBonding limit^ was identified for a few tests car-
ried out with AA6082 as top specimen material;

& Although the BBonding limit^ joints appear effectively
welded both by visual inspection of the weld and by opti-
cal microscopy of the etched transverse section (material
continuity), extremely poor mechanical properties were
obtained for these joints;

& Grain size measurements, HV tests and EDX analysis
highlighted that in the bonding limit joints no DRX

phenomenon took place, a sharp transition between the
hardness of the two materials is found close to the welding
line and no material mixing occurs. On the contrary, in the
WZ of the sound joints recrystallized grains are found, a
smooth transition between the HV values of the two
material is observed in an area with extension of
about 5 mm and the presence of copper is highlighted in
the AA6082 specimen till a distance of about 4 mm from
the welding line;

& The calculated temperature fields indicate that low ratios
between the applied pressure and the material flow stress
are obtained in AA2011 the bottom specimen with large
geometry. This configuration produced a Bbonding limit^
joint. On the other hand, about the same value of
the above described ratio is obtained for the AA6082 large
geometry bottom specimen and the AA2011 small geom-
etry bottom specimen. Both the later configurations result-
ed in a sound joint.

The above conclusions permit to derive a few design rules
for the LFW of dissimilar joints with different geometries
between the top and bottom specimen. In particular, in order
to have a larger process window and a more stable process, a
key factor is represented by the variation of the flow stress
with temperature. When one of the materials has larger flow
stress at every temperature, it is preferable to use the harder
material for the smaller specimen and the softer material for
the larger one.
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